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The meeting was called to order at I0.I~ a.m.

COUNTRY AND INTERCOUNTRY PROGP~jv~ES ~fND PROJECTS (agenda item 6) (,cpntinued)

(a) F{ELEVAtTI’ TREKDS fJ~ PROBLEMS IN THE COUNTRY PROGtt~ffvIlvES (D1n/454~ 478)

(b)

DP/GC/LAO/R. ~/BECOIV]lVIENDA[[10N~ DP/GC/MLW/R.2 .and Corr.l,

DP/GC/}VILW/R.2/RECO~NDATIO~I~ DP/GC/I[IU/R.I~ DP/GC/NIU/R.I/r®COIVff~I~I)~IOI~
DP/GC/SEY/R.I~ DP/GC/SEY/R.I/HECONHENDATION{ DP/GC/SiL/R. 2~

 S/GC/SOM/S. ,
DP/GC/V / .I and Corr.l 

 IVGc/V S/m 1/ COX E}rm TTO DP/SRO CeS/R. l]/md. 1-7)

I. Hr. DO0 KINGDE (Assistsst Administrator and Director of the Regional Bureau
for ~~ said he wished to give further details of the three important meetings
held in Africa since the Governing Council’s twenty-sixth session. First~ the OAU
Conference of Heads of State and Government held in Honrovia in July 1979 had
adopted a declaration of intent on the guidelines %o be observed stud measures to be
taken to promote national and collective Self-sufficiency in economic an£ social
development with a view %o the ~stablishment of a new international economic order.
I% had also decided to convene a% Lagos a special OAU summit meeting on the economic
problems of the African continent. That summit meeting~ which had been held on
28 anff 29 April 1980, had~ inter alia~ adopted an action plan known as the
"Lagos Plan"~ which listed the priority measures to be taken~ i~ the spirit of the
Honrovia declaration, with a view to speeding up the developmen$ of the continent.
A possible contribution by UNDP to its implementation would be examined i~ the
UNDP/OAU joint commission.

2. The second meeting, a conference of ~£inisters of Plem_ning and Economic Affairs
of the African countries, had been held in ~@ril under the auspices of ECA. I% had
provided an opportunity for the UNDP’s Regional Bureau for Africa to consult
African Governments collectively in order to define priority objectives for the
UNDP regional programme for Africa for 1982-1986. The conference had had before i%
a documen~ reflecting UNDP’s initial ideas on strategy and on the priority measures
%o be taken in order to execute the 1982-1986 regional programme° It had approved
the suggestions in that documen9~ but had specifically added two quite distinct
priority areas - industrialization and energ-y - to %he priority area already
proposed~ namely the application of science and technology %o development. The
consultations undertaken at that conference should therefore meet the expectations
of the members of the Council and would continue throughout the preparation of the
regional programme.

3. The conference on technological co-operation among African countries held in
Nairobi from 12 %o 20 Hay had adopted recommendations which had been placed before
the High-level }~eeting on the Review of Technical Co-operation among Developing
Countries (TCDC) held in Geneva shortly before the Council’s current session. The
conference had provided an opportunity to consider measures %o be adopted in order
to strengthen and improve technical co-opera%ion among African countries~ especially



in the three priority areas of rural development~ food production~ processing stud
marketing, ~d the application of science and technology %o development. It was
gen~a~ly thought that the conference had been highly successful, and U~P had been
encouraged to org~raize a further conference in 1982 on the development and use of
human resources in Africa through education s~d training~ employment promotion and
the imp~0vement of medical services.

4. Introducing the programmes of the six Africsm countries which were submitted
for the Council’s approval, he pointed out that the highest priority had been given
to food producti0n~ which was still the most serious concern of the African countries
in gene~ral. In m0st of the programmes, about one third of the allotted resources
was to be devoted %o the development of agriculture and rural areas. The main
feature of the six progrsmlmes was that in each case a very substsmtial proportion
of resources would be devoted %o financing work in a limited number of areas.

5. In conclusion, he drew attention to the special needs of the countries in
question. Three of them - Ethiopia, ~is~i smd Somalia - had been severely affected
by drought~ the impact of which had become even more serious since the progTammes
had been dra}m up and would probably affect the orientation and execution of those
countries’ programmes during the coming years.

6. }@. Vf~LDES (Assistsm% Administrator smd Director of the Regional Bureau for
Latin America~ introduced Guatemala’s third country programme, which covered the
period 1980-1983 omd had been prepared with due regard to the priorities laid down
in the national development plcm for 1979-1982. The programme represented a
bridging stage between the second sI~d third plemning cycles.

7. During the period of execution of the previous programme (1976-1979)~ many
unforeseen needs had arisen as a result of the 1976 earthquake. To finance
reoonstructio~ work, the Council had authorized the Administrator to use
$~ million from the Programme Reserve and that amount had been added to the IPF.
The third programme comprised a number of projects in the production sector which
hsA hsA %o be postponed ~md measures to strengthen the country’s administrative
capacity. More than hoAf the resources would be used in areas related ~o development
policies, planning and public administra%ion~ and in sectors such as ~gricul%ure~
industry~ communica%ions, health and education. Twenty-five per cent would be
applied to financing consultancy services designed to s%rengthennational capacity
for administration smd planning in the energy sector~ in particular in the
petroleum industry.

8. The programme for Guatemala complemented various activities undertsken within
the United Nations system such as regional projects~ ECLL studies, regular s@eney
programmes smd projects finomeed by special funds. It should be noted that the
Government’s participation in expenditure was very high, accounting for about
25 per cent of the total resources committed. That fact reflected the imp0r%ance
attached by the Government of Guatemala %o co-operationwith UI’DP, smd it was %o be
hoped that that example would be followed by several other countries of the region
during the third cycle.
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9. Turning to the question of technical s ssistaince and the dy~simics of development~
he observed that beyond a certain stage in development the incresse in per capits.
income and the growth of the share of industry in total production were accompanied
by other social changes whose effects on collective well-beiIng~ the stsbility of
basic social institutions and the economic infrastructure were not well known or
gsve rise to some concern. Experience showed that the socis.l consequences of many
measures and activities which s ppesred to be of a purely technical or economic

InatUre required deeper study. Technical assistance was still essential~ but the
needs which it had to meet evolved and chanced. Consequently~ while recognizing
the need to focus technical assistance on areas such sis energy, science~ technolo~j~
rurs.l development~ rursl int~@ration and food productIion~ one must never lose sight
of the social aspect of the problems which arose. Emphssis should be placed on
programme quality, progTsmmes should be designed in si multidisciplinary context
with speoiai s,ttention %o the global imps,ct of the activities initiated~ and there
should be an awareness of the increasing difficulties resulting from the constant
decline in the real value of resources of multinational origin at a time when
countries’ needs were greatest. A policy of cereful and stringent selection must
therefore be followed in the preparation of third-cycle country programmes.

I0. It could be noted with sstisfsction~ with regard to the outcome of the second
cycle and preps,rstions for the following cycle~ that by the end of 1981 the total
smount of revised IPFs for 1977-19017 i.e. @376~45@~000~ would undoubtedly have been
used. Of that %otsl ~66~126~000 would have been devoted to regional activities and
~310,332~000 to count~j progrsmmes. Furthermore, Government participation in
expenditure amounted to ~8 million, or 8 per cent of total s nnusl spending. The
demsnd for technicsl assistance was constsntly incres,sing in Latin Americs~ in
particular as 2 result of the region’s incres.sing cspscity to absorb technical
co-operation from the United Nations s gencies in genersl end UI{DP in particulsr.
Despite inflstion, the reel growth of the progrsmme in 1979 had been substantisl~
end what was more~ the delivery rs.te had res.ched 86 per cent~ almost I0 per cent
more than the average laid down by ~’~DP for that year. The transfer of expertise
hs.d again been the predominsnt feature in the 1979 programme.

II. With regard to the regional progrs,mme~ efforts had been ms de to respond s s
fairly as possible to the vsrious requests submitted by Geverlmments, particular
consideration being given to the ms, jor priority objectives shared by sll countries.
Those objectives included support for the Latin Americsn Planning Institute, the
regional employment progrs,mme, the research progrsmmes in the s.ress of education
and development~ and other programmes of concern to all or most of the countries
of the region. The Regions l Bureau for Latin America hsd actively co-opera.ted
in the process of subregional integration, in the estoblishment of producers’
organizations end ms,rketing agencies~ and in activities arising from decisions of
the General Assembly s~d internations! conferences held under United Nsiions
auspices. Resources had been shared so that the les st-developed countries snd
those in greatest need of subregional co-operstion~ such s s the Caribbean and
Centrs.l American countries~ ~ere the princips,! beneficiaries. The Bureau had
continued its close and fruitful co-operation with ECLA, which had been entrusted
with the execution of s,n increasing number of imports n% regions.l projects. In
order that Governments might psrticipsie jointly in the determins tion of priorities
in co-operation with ECLA~ the progrsmme would be submitted for exsmination by the
}~nisters of Planning of the Latin American countries~ who were to meet late
in the year. As %hst wss an snnus,l meeting~ there would be no fins.ncis.l
implications for UNDP.



12. During the 198Os~ the Csribbea.n countries a.nd territories would have great
difficulty in achieving economic results comparable with or better than those
obtained SO fs,r. Towards the end of the 197Os economic growth had been falling off
inmost of those countries~ while unemployment had been incres.sing~ the exoCus of
skilled manpower accelerating s.nd orga.niza.tions and institutions in the public
and private sectors wes,kening. ~TDP had therefore taken s, special interest in the
Caribbean region and was ready to plays, leading part in teoh#~ca.! co-opera,tion.
It intended to open a, new office in Barbados so a.s to be better able to serve the
interests of that country and others of the eastern Cs.ribbea,n ~ many of which faced
the difficult problems generallyencountered by new S1a.tes. The office would also
enable UI, DP to fulfil more effectively its co-ordination role a.t the regional
leve& and to co-opera,re more closely with the Caribbean Developmen~ ~s,nk. The
tec&&ioa.l co-operation activities to be undertaken in the Caribbean in the !980s
should help the countries concerned to solve their grave problems in ms,my fields
such a.s the production of energy a,nd foodstuffs~ exports of manufactures - especially
to markets outside the region~ the creation of more productive employment amd
development of the region’s human resources through training schemes.

13. U}’YDP was already contributing actively to such development efforts at the
country and subregional level~ in close co-operation with regional bodies,
bilateral aid organizations and international financis.l institutions. It ws.s also
helping the Caribbean Committee for Development and Co-operation to s.ohieve the
targets it had set.

14. Reminding participa,nts of %he decision adopted by the Council a.t its twenty-
second session to make a. special grant to countries which had recently acceded to
independenoe~ he suggested that such s. ,~rs.nt might be ms,de to St. Vincent.

15. The country and regional pro~smmes had helped to promote development in
general and to eliminate the obstacles }~ich the Latin American countries were
encountering in connection with production~ technology~ trade~ education and
environmental problems~ and in the social and educational fields. Among the new
projects underta]~en were some intended to facilitate social development and~ in
particular~ to make education a tool for development~ to promote integrated rural
development, to formulate policies aimed at combating poverty and to preserve each
country’s cultural heritage.

16. In the energy sector~ the current aim of the regional programme for Latin America,
wa,s to provide the region with the means to develop its energy resources~ especially
non-c0nventional and renews.ble resources 9 and to mal~e better use of energy in the

production and services sectors. To blm,t end~ the Regional Bureau for Latin America.
was co-opera,%ing more and more closely with the United Nations Secretariat and with
the Latin American Energsj Organization.

17, High priority was accorded to projects aimed a.t increasing agricultural
productivity~ but Dq,.TDP was also trying to help countries to diversify their
production by associating themselves with applied research. Technical co-opers,tion
in %he sphere of s,griculture~ which also covered extension services~ the
organization of agrieult~ms.l ma.rkets~ etc. 9 tended to slow down the rural exodus
which ha,d resulted in accelerated growth of the urban population and had seriously
disrupted the economic and social life of the countries of the region.
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18. With respect to industry, emphasis was placed mainly on the diversification of
products and the production of capital goods, but increasing attention was being
paid to the planning and management of industrial enterprises.

19. In order to protect the environment and combat the pollution caused by the
uncontrolled growth of urban areas and by the development of industrial activity
in general,large-scale projects had been undertsken in Hexico, Brazil, Venezuela and
Cuba and a project was being worked out for Chile.

20. Thanks to the high quality of the experts whom UNDP stud the agencies had

succeeded in recruiting, it had been possible to execute, in particular in Brazil,
Cuba, Mexico and Colombia, projects using advsmced technology o~d calling for
extensive engineering knowledge. Those projects had enabled the countries concerned
to make a real leap forward in sectors vital to their development.

21. Most of the programmes end projects executed in Latin America already included
a significant proportion of scientific and technical activities, but the countries
of the region were making increasingly insistent requests for help in developing
their scientific and technological sectors and engineering capacities. In response
to that demand, the Regional Bureau for Latin America had umdert~deen technical
co-operation activities in the sector of basic sciences end intended to continue to
support the efforts of the countries of the region to ensure better liaison between
their universities, research institutes o~d enterprises.

22. Under the progrsmme, technical assistance had been and would continue %o be
provided in order to encourage regional and subregional integra%ion~ promote
the development of public and private enterprises, and help the countries to
strengthen their decision-making capacity in economic, financial, monetary and
technological matters and their negotiating capacity at the international level.
Hany Latin American countries which, in order to pay off considerable external debts,
were obliged to increase the volume and improve the quality of their exports were
calling for increased technical assistance, especially inorder to gain a foothold
in new markets.

23. The Latin American countries had long been co-operating among themselves on
technical and financial matters but that co-operation, which had been
institutionalized through the establishment of the Latin American Economic System
(SELA), had acquired new dimensions ever since UNDP had implemented the recommendations
of the Buenos Aires conference on TCDC. Simultaneously with the development of
regional co-operation, progress was being made in interregional co-operation, thanks
to the efforts of the various countries, ECLA, SELA and public and professional
bodies.

24. In conclusion, he expressed the hope %hatthelPP resources allocated by the
Council and the additional contributions of Governments, together with arrangements
such as cost-sharing and multilateral:and bilateral agreements, would make it
possible to organize a progrmmme that was more extensive and of better quality.
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Mr. Jasabe (Sierra Leone.) took the Chair

25. Mr. TSIEN (Deputy Assistant Administrator, Regional Bureau for Asia and the
Pacific) reminded the Council that in May !980 some $717 million (or 86 per cent 
the :i~828 million second--cycle resources slloca%ed to the region) had been committed
for approved projects. Taking into account the new projects which would be approved~
the total !PF resources for 1977-1981 should be fully committed by the end of the year.
At the present rate of disbursement~ some ~800 million out of the 6828 million would
probably be spent by the end of the cycle.

26. Of the ~20.7 million special-measure funds allocated to the least developed
countries of Asia and the Pacific~ ~13 million had slready been spent s~d the rest
had been committed. To those ~20.7 million should be added the ~15 million allocated
from the regional !PF to finance the special interootun%ry programme for the
least developed countries of the region.

27. The consultations held between the Regional Ik~reau for Asia and the Pacific and
the Governments of the countries of the region had contributed to an impressive
development of the intercountry programme. Commitments for the second cycle had grown
from ~9 million in 1977 to nearly ~35 million c~t the end of 1978. Following
intensified programming efforts in 19799 the total cost of approved projects
(~90 million) had in May 1980 been almost equal to the regional IPF (~93 million).
Additional expenditure should permit smooth transition to the much larger third-cycle
programme.

28. The Regional Bureau for Asia and the Pacific was currently preparing the regional
programme for 1982-1986. That preparation was being done in several sts~Tes:
stock-taking of the ongoing regional progrsrmme, consultations with the executing
agencies and the countries of the region, ~<nd lastly preparation of a draft prog~2smme
to be studied by the heads of the national planning or co-ordinating authorities in
February 1981. ESCAP~ which was closely associated with the preparation of the
regional programme~ had become the leading executing agency for UNDP in%ercountry
projects. One of the most encouraging developments of that co-operation between
L~DP and ESCAP had been the establishment of the Asi~ s~d Pacific Development Centre.
That Centre~ which would be supported by UND]?~ was to repl~ce four of the existing
regional research and training institutions.

29. Following the decision tsl~en by the Council at its June 1979 session to establish
and IPF of $8.85 million for the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea for the period
up %o December 1981~ the Director of the Regional Bureau for Asia and the Pacific had
visited Pyongyang in September 1979 in order to study with the Korean authorities the
basic agreement~ the outline of a country progrsmme and the establishment of a
UNDP office. The basic agreement had been signed on 8 ~ovember 1979. Early in 1980~
three technical missions had visited the country to discuss three project proposals
concerning research and development for integ~ated circuits for the electronics
industry~ signalling and traffic scheduling on rs~lways, ~d the automated loading
of ex~ort commodities at ports~ they had fo~uad the proposals sufficiently developed
for draft project documents to be drawn up. The Administrator was currently examining
those proposals in order to ascerts~n whether they confom~med to the policies and
guidelines established by the Council. Administrative s,rrs~gements for a UI\TDP office
in Pyongyang were well advanced and i% should open shortly.
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30. At the current session~ %he Council was invited to consider and approve
programmes for the Lao People’s Democratic Republic~ Niue, Sri Lanka and Viet Nam.

31. The progra~e of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic had been oriented towards
the Government’s priority objective of achieving self-sufficiency in food. Thus9
40 per cent of the IPF resources would be devoted to agriculture and fisheries~
and 25 per ce~t to irrigation and flood control. Horeover~ the I0 per cent of the
IPF allocated to industry was largely agro-based.

32. Because of its position as a least developed and land-locked country and the
effects of many years of disturbances9 the Lao People’s Democratic Republic had
special needs to which the international organizations had tried to respond, with the
support of the UN~P office at Vientiane, which had helped to co-ordinate the
programmes financed by different international organizations. UNDP was providing the
country with a broad range of assistance in order to help it to make the most
productive use of the limited resources available. Under the new programme submitted
to the Council for approval~ the execution of a number Of carefully selected projects

was to be entrusted to the Lao Government~ in order to increase the self-reliance of
the individual departments concerned and to make optimum use of resources.

33. In Niue, development was severely handicapped by a lack of natural resources and
the Government recognized that its efforts to develop an adequate economic base in
order $o encourage people to remain in the country must be founded on careful planning
and co-ordinated research. The Government had decided to devote 75 per cent of UNDP
assistance to agriculture~ fisheries and development planning~ tha~ integrated
approach to the development of Niue’s natural resources was the main characteristic
of the programme~ which he strongly recommended for approval.

34. The second country programme for Sri Lanka concentrated on the sectors in which
the Government considered U~P assistance most useful. Thus 90 per cent of the
resources allocated under the programme were directed towards agriculture and the
development of infrastructure, particularly social infrastructure (including
education~ employment and health), and iO per cent towards the development of the
industrial sector. The second progra1~le covered fewer projects than the first, but
they were large-scale high-impact projects. Moreover, it was not surprising that a
high proportion of the resources of the new programme should be allocated to ongoing
projects. Since the progran~me covered the period 1977-1983, it was perfectly normal
that more than half the available resources should be ascribable to projects undertaken
between 1977 and 1980. He therefore recommended that the Council should approve
that programme, which, he felt, responded perfectly to the needs of the Sri Lankan
Government and would enable it to make the best use of UNDP resources.

35- With regard to the first oo1~try programme for Viet Nam~ covering the period up
to the end of the second IPF cycle~ he reminded members that~ after opening an office
in Hanoi in January 1978~ UNDP had worked in close co-operation with the planning,
co-ordina~ing and technical branches of the Government to ensure proper execution of
the two projects approved at that time and to progranme new activities. The
programme submitted for approval by the Council contained 17 projects~ of which 9
concerned agricultural production and the exploitation of renewable natural resources~
and 2 related to the development of water resources.



36. Two further projects were aimed at helping national industries to establish a

proper basis for their development. The first covered assistance to the Institute
for Tropicalization Studies~ whose role was to ensure that all machinery made in
Viet Nam or imported into the country would have a reasonable working life in spite of
the difficult climatic conditions. The second concerned the standardization of
products and the establishment of quality control.

37. The programme for Viet Nam was particularly well-designed and was intended to
enable that country to increase its food production and develop its natural resources.
He therefore reconm~ended it to the Council for approval.

38. The Administrator had recommended a project to assist the Government of Fiji in
the implementation of a rehabilitation and reconstruction programme
(DP/PROJECTS/R.13/Add.7) after a cyclone which had caused many casualties and
extensive destruction on the main island of Viti Levu. The assistance totalling
$I million which the Administrator proposed to grant Fiji from the Programme Reserve
would help the Government to repair the damage caused by flooding~ restore the
income-earning capacity of the victims and facilitate the return of the affected
population to a normal life.

39. Referring to the Kingdom of Tonga~ he reminded the Council that the
General Assembly had called on Member States to consider granting to Tonga for the
remainder of the Second Development Decade the special assistance and benefits
accorded to least developed countries and to give special consideration to the early
inclusion of Tonga in their progral~nes of development assistance. In view of the
very serious economic situation of that country~ the Administrator was requesting
the Council to decide whether it should grant Tonga~ in accordance with the
General Assembly’s recommendation~ the same benefits as a least developed country~
namely sa increase of 6.4 per cent in the IPF ($128~000 in the case of Tonga)~ 
allocation from the special measures fund for least developed countries~ and access
to assistance from the United Nations Capital ~evelopment Fund.

40. Mr. AI-SHAIKHLY (Assistant Administrator and Director of the Regional Bureau for
~ab S4ates) said that~ in addition to the 14 programmes for iLrab countries already
presented to the Council~ 4 country Programmes had yet to b~ formulated for the
second cycle~ namely those of the Sudan~ Qatar~ Lebanon and Djibouti. The programme
for the Sudan would be presented to the Council in 1981~ it would then coincide with
the new five-year development plan and would be more consistent with the plan’s
priorities.

41. The situation in Lebanon had so far precluded the necessary preparations for the
country programme ~ but he hoped to be able to submit it to the Council at its session
in June 1982.

42. Following Qatar’s decision in January 1977 to relinquish its IPF~ it had continued
to receive international technical assistance under trust fund arrangements~ and the
Government had decided to formulate a new programme funded completely by Qatar in
order to ensure a more co-ordinated approach to technical co-operation activities
in that country. The programme would coincide with the third cycle (1982-1986) and
would be submitted to the Council for approval in June 1982.
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4~. A preliminary programming mission had visited Djibouti in Febrv.ary 1980.
Its report~ ~hich had suggested the organization of a sectoral revie~,~ meeting in
October 1980 si~d a donor conference in the aut~um~ Of 1981~ had been accepted by
the Goverlcment in April. The Regional Bureau for Arab States ~ras organizing the
meetings~ ~lhiCh should provide all the necessary elements for the fox~ntulation of
a country programme co-ordinated uTith the considerable inputs provided to Djibouti
on a multilateral ~-~nd bilateral basis.

44. lu connexion ~lith the cotmt~y and re~Tionai progr~tming exercise~ a Symposium
on the Arab ~,lorld Year 2000 had been held in Tangiers in Hay 1900 muder the
auspices o£ the Regional Dureek~ for ArsJ~ States. The Symposium had been attended
by a !ar~e number of Arab planners~ economists and other specialists and by
representatives of ECA~ ECUA~ the Arab League and the specialized agencies.
Development problems in the Arab ~ror!d had been considered in a long-torm
perspective~ they had given rise to discussions at a high level and many im~ovative
ideas and recommendations had been formulated. The report on the Sympositm~ ~7ould
be sent to ECJA sa~d ECA as a first step in consultations for the third cycle
regional pro~amme. In addition~ an Arab intergover~_mental meeting on TCDC had
been held in Geneva in I~ay 1980. It had provided opportunities for discussion of
a variety o£ development issues~ particularly the outloo!~ and processes of regional
and subregional co-operation in Arab countries~ and the promotion of co-operation
~ith other regional groups. Those t~,,~o meetings ~rould facilitate the preparation
of cotmtry and regional programmes during the third eycle~ a process ~fl~ich ~1ould
involve consultations ~rith Governments~ the executing agencies~ the re~ional
economic commissions~ the Arab Leag~e secretariat and other intergovernmental
organizations in the region.

45. Relations between the Regional Dtureau for Arab States and the regional economic
commissions had been intensified. The Bureau had thus transferred a number o£
regional projects to ECWA as the executing agency~ and negotiations ~,~ere tmder ~ray
~,~ith ECA for t~o regional projects in north Africa. ~-kurthermore, the Bureau~
in co-operation frith UITDP~ ~as formulating project proposals in the fields of
non-conventional ener~%~ olive production and mariculture. The regional s~d
subregional projects under consideration for the Arab States ~7ou!d require resources
in e~,:cess of those available in the anticipated third-cyc!e IPFs~ for those
projects i% ~as essential that the Bureau should be provided ~ith sufficient
regional resources. I$ ~ras in the unique situation of having to entertain requests
from ~est Asia~ north Africa and southern Europe.

46. The over-all rate of implementation of the programme of the Bureau. had been
close to 92 per cent in 1979, u~ith a higher level o£ resources than in the previous
year. For 1980 he expected that the rate of implementation would be even higher.
Ho~,rever~ resu!ts varied from cotmtry to country~ since some bottlenecks persisted.
For instsa~ce~ in some coui~tries the housing problem ~,~as hampering the arrival e~d
operation of personnel~ and in others cotmterpart and local staff u~ere not available.
Cost-sharing had continued to inerease~ from about ~:i;5.5 million in 1978 to over
(’:~24 million in 1979~ ~ud ~,~ould tmdoubtedly increase even further in 19SO.
Moreover~ projects financed by means of trust ftu~d agreements in the Arab region
represented some ~:)226 million for ~ the period 1978-1921. The Bureau ~as providing
services for a programme of nearly (~500 million uith a staff budgeted for half
that amo~mt.
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47. The rate of delivery was an encouraging si@u of the amount of assistance
provided~ but quality was still the major criterion. In that coltnexion he
ment&oned examples of successful projects in the Sudan~ Tunisia, Yemen, Egypt~
Morocco and Syria.

40. After the C<~uncil’s discussions, the Bureau might haw~ to reassess its
current plans in the light of diminishing direct UITDP funding. The countries of
the Arab regionwere in great need of U~P technical co-operation for they had
to make immense efforts in the areas of infrastructure development, institution-
building~ the transfer of teol~o!og V and manpo~!er training.

49. ~’ir. I,~SHLER (Senior Director, Division for Global and Interregional Projects)
introduced six global projects ~hich were described in
doc~unents DP/PROJECTS/R.Ip/Add.I-6~ the first three projects :~ere ne~I~ but the
other three ~ere ongoing projects for ~Jhich sth~plementary assistance ~las being
requested.

50. The project on the testing and selection of rural water-supply hand-pumps
(GLO/79/OlO, document DP/P~OJECTS/R.13/Add.1) ~as designed to support the goals
of the International Drinking V~ter Supply and Sanitation Decade (19@1-1990).
The purpose of the project ~as twofold~ to develop objective and reliable
information on the relative performance of different hand-p~nps t~der various
conditions; and to develop countries’ own testing and evaluation capabilities.
From comments received from several Governments and or~m~izations it appeared
that the documents circulated had not made it sufficiently clear that the
laboratory-testin~ phase recommended for the Council’s approval was only one
element in a larger integrated pro~amme comprising field-testing of hm~-pumps
selected ~mder isboratory conditions. The mistunderstandin~ probably stemmed
from the fact that the field-testing phase required sources of financing other
than the global I-9F since it ~ould involve substantial e~enditure on equipment
and technicalsupport. The total testing programme enjoyed ~ide support among
Governments, ~ich had provided information on difficulties in using hand-pumps
and had made suggestions for strengthenin~ the project - ~hthrou~ co-ordination ~ith
local, national and international activities already rudder ~ay. Those suggestions
would be carefully considered~ m~d the p~eparatory ~oi: wo~qd be carried out in
consultation ~ith UNICEF, Lq~O~ the International Reference Centre in The Ha~e,
the International Development Research Centre in Canad~ and other organizations.

51. The objective of the second project relating to the assessment an~ management
of world renewable marine resources (GLO/79/OI!, document DP/PROJECTS/R.13/Add.4)
~as to assist coastal developing countries in the development and management of
the marine fisheries resources available ~ithin their newly extended economic zones.
Fisheries were sources of food, employment and foreign exchange, and if they
were to be me;~aged carefully~ coquetries must have ~ adequate Inuo~ledge of the
fish resources available in the respective areas, including the size and nature
of stocks~ migration patterns ~ud likely potential yields. A series of surveys
carried out in collaboration with interested coastal com~tries in various regions
of the world ~ould help to build up that body of hnowledge. The project also
aimed to improve existin~ survey methods, develop ne~ approaches and train
nationals of participating countries in survey techniques. Norway was to supply
lar~e-scale support for the project mud nine developing cotmtries had already
signified their intention of ti~ing part in it.



52. The main purpose of the third project relating to technology transfer on
root and tuber crops (GL0/79/013~ document DP/PROJECTS/R. 13/Add. 2) was 
strengthen the research and extension capabilities of selected national programmes~
and to promote the transfer of technology emerging from international research
centres. In the past few years three international centres - the International
Centre for Tropical Agriculture in Colombia~ the International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture in Nigeria and the International Potato Centre J~ Peru -
had done much basic work on those crops. The proposed project was modest but
could greatly assist in co-ordinating the efforts of the three centres and
facilitate the transfer to developing countries of the tecb_uology which they were
perfecting. If the project was successful~ it was proPOsed to seek the Council’s
approval in 1982 for an expanded effort over a long duration.

53. Supplementary assistance was being requested for tha~ee other projects. The
first~ concerning low-cost water and ss~itation techniques (CL0/78/006~

document DP/PROJ CTS/R. was progressing in a hi m_y L isfaoto m er
and had aroused deep interest in the participating countries. Its objective was
to assist interested Governments in designing capital-saving~ low-cost water
supply and sanitation technologies. Thirteen Governments were taking part in i$
for the moment~ and exploratoz~j operations had been initiated in several others.
The recommendation of the Administrator was that the Council should approve an
additional ~J933,2~0 $o extend the project until mid-1981.

54. The second request for supplementary assistance related to a project on the
testing and demonstration of small-scale solar-powered pumping systems (GL0/78/04~
document DP/PROJECTS/R, 13/Add.3). The objective of that projec~ which had been
approved by the Council in June 197S~ was to develop and test under field
conditions several types of small-scale water-pumpLng systems which would be solar-
powered~ capable of being locally manufactured s~d easily maintained~ and
sufficiently low in cost to be within the reach of small farmers. Field-testing
was being carried out in Mali~ the Philippines and the Sudan. A supplementary
allocation was being requested in order to extend the field-testing period and
hold an international workshop to evaluate the technologies developed~ additional
funds would also be necessary %o begin plannin~ for a second phase of the project
and extend it %o additional countries.

55. Lastly~ modest supplementamj assistsjnce was being requested for the integrated
cotton research and development programme (GLO/76/O01 ~ document DP/PROJECTS/R.I]/Add.6).
Since the most recent session of the Council~ %we international meetings on 9he
establishment of cotton development international had been organized under the
project. Interested Governments had responded very positively to that initiative~
but project implementation was a year behind schedule because i% was connected
with UNCTAD’s work on the Common Fund and cotton. The previous allocation would
cover most of the expenditure needed until June 1981~ but supplementary funds
would be needed to cover staffing and conference expenses.

56. With the approval of those six proposals the ~lobal IPF for the second cycle
would be fully committed. Under the global programme several multi-donor
consortia had been set up~ with the assistance of the Division for Global and
Interregional Projects~ and activities supported under the global IPF had shown



measurable results in a number of research areas, including agriculture,
fisheries, public health and water supply. But scientific research rarely
produced miracles: research was more often a tedious and difficult process~
but it would ultimately improve the let of mankind. By strengthening research
institutions and training scientists in ~he developing world, the Division for
Global and Interregional Projects was trying to achieve that aim.

57. I Referring, in conclusion, to an interregional project launched by UNDP with
the collaboration of the Government of New Zealand e~d the University of Auckland
for training personnel in the use of geothermal energy~ he said that the
developing countries concerned were very satisfied with the results~ he wished to
thank the l’~ew Zeals~d Government and the University of Auckland for their ....
assist.e/Ic e.

5 ~ , ~/~r I, BULAWA (Pols~nd) agreed that cotu~try progra~.~ing must be an integral part
of the development plans and objectives of each country concerned. At the country
level a central planning body should be set up to issue directives to ministries
concerning the way Lu which UN~P resources should be distributed among the
different sectors. There should also be permanent co-operation between UITDP, the
specialized agencies end the plsJ0_uing authorities at the time of project
implementation~ periodic reviews sa~d assessments~ it would be for those bodies to
decide upon priorities if programmes were changed or new activities introduced.

59. On. the basis of its o~aa experience~ his delegation agreed .that it [{as
desirable for the cotu~try, progra~mue period to coincide with that of the national
development plan, a roll-0ver pls,uning system being applied where needed. In
order to achieve long-tez~u as well as short-tem~: objectives, the full Lutegration
of all the mechanisms of co-operation was essential, l~loreover UNDP project
management shoulcl as far as possible be entrusted to high-ranking local officials
responsible for me,king decisions.

60. Prejects would have a greater effect if project descriptions were well
prepared s~d if the objectives and measures taken to implement them were clearly
defined. Moreover, each component ~f a project should be considered Separately~

and in periodic assessments special attention should be giwom to the three main
components, n&melsr experts and consultants, fellowships and equipment’ All were
of great imports~u.oe ~ but the training element was the most essential factor in
the success of a project since it represented an investment in human resources.
~I such assessments a number of questions should be asked. For /~Istance, with
regard to training, was it well adjusted to circumsts~uces? How was the ~owledge
gained applied in practice? ~,’,Zere the publications and materials brought home by
the f.ellow used as teaching aids in local tra~_uing? Did the fellow ~give lectures
or seminars to share the knowledge he hal. g~ined? Upon his return home was he
employed in the field in which he had been trained? Did he maintain contact with
the training institution?

61. With respect to the cottutry programme reserve, his delegation was in favour
of keeping a small remount, say up to i0 per oent~ according tO the size of the
programme in question. That money would be very useful since inflation was
constantly increasing- the cost ,of each project componen9 and making it difficult
to meet the objectives set.
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62. Special ca;re must be taken to ensure that Governments met their counterpart
cor,~itments in good time~ especially -~en buildings and o%her infrastructure had
to be supplied~ for any dela.y might jeops.rdize project implementation and country
programme a,ctivizies as a. whole.

63. His delegation fully supported the proposs.ls presented by the Administra.tor
in his study on the experience with cotmtry programming (DP/454) andhis report 
relevant trends and problems in the country programmes proposed for approval in
1980 (DP/478) 

64. Hr. %~ITC- Zichua.n (China.) said that his de!e~a.tioi endorsed the cotmtryprogrammes
submitted to the Cotmcil. It also fully supported the Dq~)P project for the
Democratic People’s Reptfolic of Korea., which was consistent with that coun$ry’s
development priorities. I% confirmed the position which it had adopted st the
January 1979 session and supported the projects submitted by the Director of the
Division for Global and Interregionsll Projects, I% hoped that the Administrator
would dra~ lessons from such a. wealth of experience s.nd use that experience for
the benefit of the greatest possible number of countries,

65. Hr. SCARES DE Libra (Brazil) sa.id that document DP/478 contained useful
ilmforma.tion which demonstrated the,% there had been a. considerable improvement in
the formula.rich of country and in%ercoun%ry pregra.rmmes and in their analysis by
the Cou~ci!. Brazil considered that every country must have %he right to choose
the areas in which it needed technical assistance from U~DP and to indicate the
best way to use its IPF. UIQP’s mission was 9o meet every country’s needs without
any preconditions. In that connexion~ his delegation requested c!a.rification of
the mea;ning of pa.ra.gra.ph 29 of document DP/478.

66. His delete.rich welcomed the quality of the counter progra.m~es~ which reflected
UKDP’s response to the na.tiona! priorities of the countries concerned. 1% was
easy $o understand ~.~y recipient countries did not use their country programmes for
the promotion of UI\~P’s global priorities~ which mi~t be e.chieved through
intercountry projects.

67. With regard to global projects, Brazil wa.s pa,rticips.ting in the project for the
development of low-cost water and sanitation techniques (eL0/78/006), a,nd was
studying the possibility of participating in the projects concerning the testing
and selection of rural water-supply hand-pumps (GLO/79/010) and technology transfer
on root and tuber crops @L0/79/O15).

68. Hr. HODY (Belgium) stressed the Administrator’s courage in dra~ing attention~
in doet~ents DP/4.54 and DP/478 to all the continuing shortcomings in the a.pp!ieation~
a,t the country programme level~ of the programming principles laid down in the
Consensus. The General Assembly had expressed the desire %o rstiona.lize the
United Nations development system a.t the country level in order tha,t the greatest
possible benefit might be derived from the resources available for operational
activities. That gos.l was still s. long ~m.y off~ but some progress hs.d been ms.de~
albeit with some difficulty, since Gover~m~ents retsined responsibility for drs.wing
up their development progrsmmes and establishing procedures s,nd rates of
implementation. In that connexion, responsibility for promoting NI{DP’s bros.d
principles lay with resident representa.tives~ who must of course have the
qualifications necessary to carry out successfully the increasingly important
mission which the General Assembly had entrusted to them for the execution and
co-ordination of the development progrsmmes of the United Nations system.



69. It was encouraging to note that a growing number of Governments were
supplementing bG~P’s financia;l assists,nce, thus demonstrating their confidence in
the Programme and its experbs. U~TDP may have been criticized for complexity and
administrative hea,vy-handedness but it must not be forgotten that it was the fate
of any administration to be criticized.

70. On the question of progress in implementing country progrs.mmes, his delegation
emphasized the need for and usefulness of periodic reviews~ which not only ens.bled
the ongoing programme to be evs, lua,ted, but, more importa,nt 9 constituted ~7,
fundamental element in continuous: progra.mming~ which represented the most suits.ble
and beneficial system in the light of the consta,ntly changing needs of the
developing countries. Such periodic reviews, t.iith which all the internationa;l
organizations represented in the country should be associated, were a potent mea,ns
of implementing resolution 32/197, in which the General ASsembly had expressed the
wish that country programming should be used a,s a, benchmark for a,ll the development
activities of the United Nations system.

71. The country programmes submitted for the Council’s a.pproval were often very
well designed, but that wa,s not always the case. His delegation ~,~s,s aware of the
ma.ny difficulties which must be Overcome by the Governments of the developing
countries in drawing up their national development pla,ns a,nd in defining the
programmes to be submitted for UNDP financing. Such difficulties expls.ined the
Is.ok of synchr0niza,tion between IPF cycles and country programmes~ the tendency
for projects to be self-perpetua,ting a,t the expense of new a,ctivitie’S, the
excessively frequent lack of in-depth sectora,l a.nalyses to justify certain projects,
the lack of information on future prospects, stra.~egy and obstacles to dewelopment
and the apparent fs,ilttre to integrate s. number of projects into the general programme.
In making those critical comments 9 he simply wished to draw attention to certain
shortoDmings and to the h~a,vy task of resident representatives. Bearing in mind
the difficult background a,gs,inst which they had been preps,red, his delegs,tion
considered that the country programmes submitted to the Council were Sa, tisfactory
and supported their approval and financing.

72. He had listened with great interest to the statements of the Directors of
the .UT[DP Regional Bures.ux for ATtica, Latin America~ Asia, and the Pa.cific~ and
the Arab States~ and congratulated them warmly on their untiring efforts in the
servib~: of the countries of their regions. His delegation ¯reserved the right to
make a. brief statement a.t a later sts,ge or to submit its comments in writing on
the projects and progra,mmes submitted by the Director of the Division for Global
and Interregional Projects.

73. Mr. BROTODININGRAT (Indonesia,) said that the document analysing the :country
programmes (DP/478) and the more general analysis of country progra,mming (DP/454)
presented a, comprehensive and instructive picture of the situation a.nd made it
possible to assess the quality a,nd effectiveness of U~,ZDP’s technical cS-operation.
It was therefore encouraging to note that Governments by and la.rge o0ntinued to
give their support to the country programme a.pproa,ch a.s a. means of helping them to
meet their development needs. At the time when prepa.rations were being ms,de for
the third programming cycle, it wa.s a,ppropriate to reflect on current trends and
to consider where improvements could be made. On the question of the synchronization
of country programmes with nationa.l development plans, over half of the country
programmes which had been submitted for the Council’s approval were consistent
with the recommendation ms,de in the Consensus but Governments ha,d not always fotmd
it desirable to make their country programme coincide with their plan and in some



cases had chosen to link it to the IPF cycle. Although his country had ma.naged to
synchronize the country programme with its nations.l plan, it could understand that
other countries might have difficulties in that connexion. It was perhaps
appropriate to recall that, such synchronization ~rss only s, mesns to achieve
effectiveness and not a goal in itself.

73. A further directive of the Consensus had been that Governments hs.d a sovereign
responsibility to take the lead in identifying programme inputs consistent with
their development objectives, l"Iost Governments hs.d indeed taken the lead role in
setting priorities and selecting projects, and in some csses they had s.ctually
undertaken the drs,fting of the programme document with minimum assistance from U}[DP.
Such s trend should grow Once the concept of national self-reliance became
increasingly integrated into development policies. Ho~rever, as noted in
document DP/454 , the programming process was not yet sufficiently systems tic.
Countries were making only limited use of sectors l studies in the preparation of
country programmes and the new programming approach adopted in 1975, which had
s.dvocated a shift in emphasis from programming of inputs to programming of objectives,
was still giving rise to problems of application. The Admii0/stra,tor s.nd Governments
should make s, concerted effort to solve such problems.

75. The tendency, which had been observed in the 1979 country programmes, to place
increased emphasis on the s,gTicultural sector was again evident since over one third
of resources were earma,rked for it. That trend was s. function of the changing
priorities of development policy, which ~¢as increasingly focusing on rural
development as: s. mes.ns of increasing internal purchasing power, stimulating growth
a.nd promoting a. more equitable and bala,nced development programme.

76. Indonesia’s experience had sho~,m that it was not always easy to design a,
country programme in full conformity With global priorities. As the Administrator
had rightly concluded in document DP/478, that should not be seen s.s a,n indication
that the countries concerned did not support globa.l priorities~ rather it meant
that they did not use the country programmes a,s s vehicle for promoting those
priorities.

77. His Government welcomed the increasingly close co-operation between UNDP~
ESCAP and "the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN)~ and hoped that thslt
co-operation would be further developed. It reiterated its support for the revised
consultative process in intercountry programming st the regional s~d subregiona.!
levels.

78. ~,~. GADEL IIAK (Egypt) said that his country had s lws.ys ms.intainedexcellent
relations with U}~P and that their constructive co-operation had made it possible
to implement country and intercountry programmes in a satisfactory manner. He
particularly wished to mention the immense efforts made by U}~P to implemen% the
projects relating to the Suez Canal s rea,~ those projects were essential for the
development of his country. He thanked the Administrator and the Director of the
Regional Bureau for Arab States for their tireless efforts to assist his Government.



79. Mrs. NEWBY (United Kingdom)~ commenting on the six global projects submitted
for the Council’s approval~ said that her delegation had had reservations about
the first~ which concerned the testing and selection of rural water-supply haad-
pumps. It had not objected to the laboratory-testing of a further 15 hand-pumps
but had been unable to see any reason why those tests could not be carried out
simultaneously with the field testing of the 12 pumps which had already been
laboratory-tested. Kowever~ as the Director or the Division for Global and
Interregional Projects had stated that that was to be the case~ her delegation was
able to support the project.

80. Her Government welcomed the project concerning technology transfer on root
and tuber crops~ as it considered that inadequate resources were currently being
devoted %o the development of such crops in comparison with cereals.

81. Her delegation had no doubt about the import~ce of the project on small-scale
solar-powered pumping systems~ especially for small farmers~ but considered that
there was a need %o determine the viability of the project. As with all
technologies having a high capital cos% and low operating costs~ am important
element of testing was the assessment of the lifetime of the hardware and that
process necessarily took time. The project might be the first instance in which a
solar-powered system became competitive~ but the extension of the project into 1981
would permit the elimination of only the least favourable designs. It would have
been helpful if the report mentioned :ha paragraph 3 of the project document had
been made available to the Council before approval of the extension had been sought;
in £uture~ such reports should be made available before decisions had to be taken.
Her delegation welcomed %he suggestion in paragraph 6 (b) that an international
%echnioal workshop should be held at the conclusion of the current field tests and
hoped that the participating governments invited to attend would include those
which supported that type of work through their bilateral aid programmes. Her
delegation would like to imow why proposals for desig~n work were included in the
list of objectives for the extension. The basic aim of the project should be to
test and evaluate pumps~ not to desi~ and develop them~ and neither time nor
finances were available for that purpose. Her delegation therefore proposed that
the objectives set forth in paragraph 6 (c) s~d (d) should be replaced by 
following. ° "(c) The continued monitoring of the more promising designs from the
present phase to asseso lifetime~ reliability s~d user re~o%ion~ and (d) the
examination of the possibility s~d requirements for the transfer of technology to
user countries° "

82. The three remaining projects on the assessment and development of world
renewable marine resources~ on low-cost water and ss~itation $echniques~ and on
integrated cotton research and development had the full support of her delegation.

O~HER FUNDS AND PROGRAIvffvIES (agenda item 7) (continued)

(f) ASSISTANCE TO DROUCHT-STRICI~N COUNTRIES IN AFRICA AND FOLLOW-UP TO THE
UNITED ~kTIONS CONFERENCE ON DESERTIFICATION

8~. ~he I~RESIDEffT observed that the draft decisions on agenda item 7 (f) (ii) 
implicatiens~ he therefore proposed that the Council should submit the

question to the Budgetary and Finance Committee.

84. It was so decided.


